
Protect your critical systems with sophisticated server backup solutions
MACRIUM REFLECT SERVER FAMILY

BACKUP & RECOVERY

MACRIUM REFLECT SERVER

Macrium Reflect Server helps organisations of all sizes easily back up Windows servers with fast backup times and full 
image, or file and folder-level restores.
For email and database backups, Macrium Reflect Server Plus for Exchange and SQL adds the capability to back up 
and restore Microsoft Exchange servers and Microsoft SQL Server databases at item level, enabling incremental and 
differential backups of new or edited data, plus item-level restores. 
For companies that use virtual machines only, Macrium Reflect Virtual Machine License Bundle offers a cost-effective 
licensing option that provides all the capabilities of both solutions. 
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Rapid Delta Restore
Reduces image restore time by 90% or more

Rapid Delta Cloning
Copies only differences between source and 
target file systems, accelerating replication

Incremental forever backup
Faster recovery of data and reduced data 
growth with incremental backups

Macrium ReDeploy
Restores images to dissimilar hardware

Synthetic full backups
Synthesises data from earlier backups, reducing 
bandwidth for offsite replication

Physical and virtual server backup
Enables users to back up both physical and 
virtual servers

MACRIUM REFLECT SERVER PLUS FOR EXCHANGE AND SQL

Item level backup and recovery
Backs up Microsoft Exchange servers and SQL 
Server databases at a detailed level

FOR MICROSOFT EXCHANGE

Exchange granular recovery
Recovers individual mailboxes, folders, 
messages and more

SQL continuous backup
Ensures frequent backup of databases, improving 
recovery point objectives

Plus all the features of Macrium Reflect Server

FOR MICROSOFT SQL SERVER

MACRIUM REFLECT VIRTUAL MACHINE LICENSE BUNDLE

Cost-effective licensing
Simple bundle pricing for groups of five or 
ten virtual machines

Premium 24x7 support
Provides complete peace-of-mind



Macrium Reflect Server provides a reliable and sophisticated backup solution for enterprises 
of all sizes, with the capacity to back up physical and virtual servers as well as workstations. 
Data can be backed up quickly and easily using one of the pre-defined backup plan templates 
and retention strategies. This fully customisable approach allows IT professionals to choose 
the best approach for their enterprise. The inclusion of features such as Rapid Delta Restore 
greatly reduces recovery times and provides peace of mind restores.

Macrium Reflect Server Plus for Exchange and SQL also offers the capacity to back up Microsoft 
Exchange servers and SQL Server databases at a detailed level – eliminating the need to back 
up an entire database or mailbox each time, which can be expensive, inefficient and time-
consuming.

For companies that run applications, Exchange or SQL Server environments exclusively on 
virtual machines, the Macrium Reflect Virtual Machine License Bundle provides a flexible, cost-
effective licensing option.

With reliable, swift backup and recovery solutions in place, organisations can eliminate the 
worry of losing critical data, while minimising the impact of backup processes on day-to-day 
business.

BENEFITS
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To find out more about these products, please visit:
• Macrium Reflect Server: www.macrium.com/product/4/server-edition-.aspx 
• Macrium Reflect Server Plus for Exchange and SQL: www.macrium.com/product/6/server-plus.aspx  
• Macrium Reflect Virtual Machine License Bundle: www.macrium.com/product/15/VM-bundle.aspx

or contact our sales team at sales@macrium.com

BACKUP & RECOVERY

Microsoft Windows Server 
2003/2008/ R2/2012

Microsoft Exchange Server 
2003/2007/ 2010/2013/2016

Microsoft SQL Server 
2005/2008/ 2012/2014

SUPPORTED PLATFORMS

Macrium Reflect Server

Macrium Reflect Server Plus for Exchange and SQL 

Macrium Reflect Virtual Machine License Bundle


